Sex Doll and Child Sex Abuse Dolls

After years of pressure from NCOSE's army of advocates and from Congress with the 2018 House-passed and then 2020 reintroduced Creeper Act, Amazon seems to have finally caved and removed all full-body and childlike sex dolls from their marketplace.

Searches in September 2020 still returned what seemed like thousands of full-body sex dolls on Amazon Marketplace. However, after mounting pressure, NCOSE researchers have discovered in January 2021, that only disembodied sex dolls remain. These are dolls with only the torso and thighs.

While these are still highly problematic, continuing to reduce women to only their intimate parts, this is a step forward.

Half body or torso-only sex dolls still sold by Amazon in Jan 2021:

Clearly, these dolls are portraying people (typically women or children) as literal sex objects, which contributes to coarsened social respect for women or values of consent. As Dr. Maras and Dr. Shapiro note in the *Journal of Internet Law*, sex dolls “have the potential of altering individuals’ views and perceptions of relationships, ultimately, having them interact with humans as they would with the dolls and robots.”
Screenshots Retrieved January 13, 2021 show that Amazon's algorithms for the search term "sex doll" return suggestions for what is likely meant to be just toy baby dolls, but the dolls recommended have anatomically correct body parts. Amazon must fix its algorithms to ensure silicone infant dolls with "realistic genitals" are not showing up.
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Features & details

• 55cm / 22inch from head to toe, weight approx 1.3KG / 3Lbs. Real baby size and realistic weight
• This is an anatomically correct girl doll, she is made by full body soft vinyl with private part.
realistic details of the reborn girl

- Eyes: high-grade acrylic eyes, seems like the real baby's eyes, clear and bright. But eyes can not blink and closed.
- Eyelashes: hand-applied wispy eyelashes and hand-painted details on fingers and toes.
- Nose: The nostrils are open as if the baby doll is breathing.
- Mouth: warm and moist seems to be a real baby's lips, tender, soft.
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Extreme combination of child-like face and large breasts.
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SBYDEH 158cm Lifelike Adult TPE Toy for M'e'n Co'up'le Natural Skin
$599.00
FREE Shipping
Only 11 left in stock - order soon.

158cm Lifelike Adult TPE D-o'll Lo've Realistic Toy for M'e'n
$599.00
$29.99 shipping
Only 10 left in stock - order soon.
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Amazon lets you order pieces of female sexual anatomy ("doll" vaginas here) like a butcher selling pieces of meat.

Additional screenshots, retrieved November 27, 2018
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UPDATE April 13, 2018

Amazon has ceased the sale of childlike sex dolls in the UK and removed many of them from their platform in the U.S. after advocacy from leaders in the UK, US, and Australia. These screenshots include items still for sale in the US with child-like faces.
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THESE SCREENSHOTS ARE FROM JANUARY 2018

Taken at the launch of NCOSE’s Annual Dirty Dozen List
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3'3" D-cup Petite Sex Doll (100cm) Realistic Solid TPE Adult Love Doll Sex Doll With Pussy Oral Anal Sex Toys
by SEXSEX
Be the first to review this item

About the Product
• Discreet package: Soft & sensual for optimal pleasure. Easy to use and clean. Please apply with talcum powder after using for Save.
• Fully articulated metal skeleton allows her to be posed almost any way a real woman can.
• Realistic and highly 3D detailed with deeply textured oral, vaginal, and anal canals for your pleasure.
• Velvety soft lifelike skin and squeezable bouncing breasts.
• Bust: 24.1" • Waist: 15.02" • Hip: 23.04" • Weight: 28lbs •
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